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Greetings, 

THE WORK AT RIM COUNTRY CHURCH- 

We were glad to see Jo Ann Toles worshiping with us in

Payson. She has mobility problems but says that My Joanne is

an inspiration to her in attending while in pain.

 Brothers Dan Smyers and Brian Muller are doing very good

jobs in teaching classes on Daniel and the minor prophets. We

are in the last half of Daniel with the prophesies of the

subsequent kingdoms that are to follow Babylon. We are in Hosea chapter 9 and we wished we had

studied these before we went through the book of Revelation, but it is still very profitable.

We are getting ready to distribute more flyers to the community. We hope to have more responses

this time.

My preaching continues, but was almost interrupted by weak muscles a few days before one the

sermon. I was able to use the high stool to sit on and deliver the lesson. The sermons preached were:

Forgiveness-Luk15:11-32; Let us Admonish One Another ; The Work of Reproof and Rebuke; Works

of the Flesh-Idolatry. I continue to use Power Point presentations with my sermons.

DAVE AND JOANNE’S HEALTH
We continue to seek a solution to my wife’s pain. A sharp back pain has been added to her

inventory. We went to the pain doctor in Chandler (Phoenix area) but they could not find the MRI

results at first, but nothing could be done because he needed an MRI of the upper portion of Joanne’s

back, so the trip was useless except to discuss the possibility of a neurostimulator implant (SCS) of

which the doctor said she would be a good candidate. She had to have another MRI to check the upper

portion of the back and we went to the doctor again expecting the required psychiatric test but there was

a misunderstanding and the test must come first and be scheduled with a different company. The doctor

gave her another spinal shot for pain, but it has had little effect. So we continue to wait for all the ducks

to get in a row. 

My health seems to be well but after driving my wife to the doctor (2 hours each way), I got sever

muscle cramps in my right hip joint. After we got home the pain was so bad I had to use a walker to

walk from the car to the house. It seems to be from all the trauma of the knee accident a few months

ago and the over compensation from the rest of the muscles. Physical therapy has finally been

scheduled and is supposed to be the solution. 
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AFRICA - At present the need in Zimbabwe is covered due to several Christians helping. About

four Christians sent help directly to the men. Three other couples asked me to help them to get money

to these needy preachers. Their gifts will last for a few of months. I am requested by these men to

secure support from a church for them so they can have regular monthly help. A question has arisen

about one of the men and we are trying to get some answers to the questions.

In Mozambique, needs have been met but I just got a message from Arao that the tin roofing that

was bought by the generosity of a Christian, has been confiscated by the police on grounds that they

were stolen. Arao showed the police the correspondence about the money to buy the tin roofing but they

said he would have to go to court because he could not find the receipts for the materials. Jealousy and 

envy is usually the motive for such actions to get the police to do something like this.

Aren’t you glad you live in the USA?

 

Finances:

Regular SUPPORT for:
dates are deposit or ck dates

Dec 2021

money, date, ck#

Jan 2022

money, date, ck#

Feb 2021

money, date, ck#

Southside, Somerset, Ky 255 01 ck#0000500625 255 12/31 ck#0000500631 255 01ck#0000500651

Oaks -West, Burnet, Tx 400 20 ck#? 400 24ck# ? 400 28 ck#?

Eastside, Baytown, TX 300 01 ck# 8131 300 01 ck#8143 300 01ck#8157

anonymous #5: 100 28#? 100 26#4957 100 25 ck4968

Rim Country church 2000 21ck#358 2000 30/ck#364 2000 27ck#370

Annandale, VA ³for 3 mos. 1500 for Jan-Mar.

ck#5916

³for 3 mos. 

Zimbabwe help:

! anonymous 01-check#854, $1000

! anonymous 02 -check#1532, $1000

! anonymous 03-check# 15356, $100

Money sent from these checks so far:

< Paradzai Kusena $150 + fee $8 =158 for March’22

< Richard Maribo $140 + fee $8 = 148 for March’22

Sent from other sources:

G Mhondiwa Magwere $148 for Feb’22

G Richard Maribo $140 + fee $8 = 148 for Feb’22

G Paradzai Kusena $150 + fee $8 =158 for Feb’22

By the grace of God,

Dave Beckley
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